One major challenge of using the phylogenetic comparative method (PCM) is the analysis of the 10 evolution of interrelated continuous and discrete traits in a single multivariate statistical 11 framework. In addition, more intricate parameters such as branch-specific directional selection 12 have rarely been integrated into such multivariate PCM frameworks. Here, originally motivated 13 to analyze the complex evolutionary trajectories of group size (continuous variable) and social 14 systems (discrete variable) in African subterranean rodents, we develop a flexible approach using 15 approximate Bayesian computation (ABC). Specifically, our multivariate ABC-PCM method 16 allows the user to flexibly model an underlying latent evolutionary function between continuous 17 and discrete traits. The ABC-PCM also simultaneously incorporates complex evolutionary 18 parameters such as branch-specific selection. This study highlights the flexibility of in analyzing the evolution of phenotypic traits interrelated in a complex manner. 20 21 Key words: Phylogenetic comparative method (PCM), approximate Bayesian computation 22 (ABC), multivariate analysis, social evolution, African mole rats 23
Introduction 24
Phylogenetic comparative methods (PCMs) provide a powerful statistical framework for 25 investigating the patterns and processes of trait evolution (Felsenstein 1985; Harvey & Pagel 26 1991; Nunn 2011; Garamszegi 2014) . The recent development of PCMs permits analyses of 27 biologically interrelated discrete and continuous variables in a single multivariate statistical 28 framework ( Table 1 ). The development of such multivariate PCMs is crucial for two reasons. 29
First, conducting two separate univariate analyses for a continuous trait and a discrete trait is 30 redundant when the two variables are interrelated. Second, and more importantly, separate 31 univariate analyses will miss the opportunity to consider important biological links between 32 these traits. 33 6 (Step 1) Determine prior distributions for all parameters in Λ. If prior biological 126 knowledge is available, it can be used to set informative (i.e., strong) prior distributions. 127 ( Step 2) Parameters used in the simulation (Λ') are randomly generated from the prior 128 distributions. 129 ( Step 3) Using Λ', the trait evolution is simulated on the phylogeny Y. In the current 130 model, the trait simulation has two parts corresponding to continuous and discrete trait 131 evolution (Fig. 1) . 132 ( Step 3a) The continuous trait evolves via Brownian motion (Felsenstein 1985 ; note 133 that other evolutionary models can be used; see Kutsukake and Innan 2013). 134 ( Step 3b) Then the discrete trait is determined according to the probability of 135 transition between two states (A and B) as a function of the continuous trait. Note 136 again that this setting can be relaxed such that causation between continuous and 137 discrete traits can be flexibly changed according to a hypothesis of interest. Here, x (Fig. 1) . 141 ( Step 4) Calculate the likelihood by comparing simulated data Q with the real data D and 142 determine whether the parameter set is accepted or rejected. A joint probability (full 143 likelihood) for the comparison of n species can be calculated. In most cases, this 144 probability is difficult to obtain. In such cases, a composite likelihood that is proportional 145 to the full likelihood can be used as an approximate proxy. Intraspecific variation in the 146 trait data can be considered by assuming a certain distribution for the trait when 147 calculating the likelihood. Although the fundamental structure of ABC is straightforward, the number/choice of summary 155 statistics and the width of tolerance for judging the acceptance or rejection of simulated data at 156
Step 4 are controversial, and there is no general consensus on the choice of summary statistics this study, we use a combination of perfect match and joint probability as summary statistics (see 159
Acceptance and summary statistics below for details). 160 161 Application-social evolution in African mole rats 162
One example of complex evolution where continuous and discrete traits are interrelated is 163 social evolution. Sociality in animals can be characterized using a discrete classification based on 164 mating and/or social systems (e.g., Shultz et al. 2011). Average group size of a species, a 165 continuous trait, is also an important variable in characterizing sociality in animals (e.g., 166
comparative analyses: Faulkes et al. 1997; Sheehan et al. 2015) . Loss of sociality is correlated 167 with a decrease in group size (secondary loss of sociality; Wcislo & Danforth 1997; Beauchamp 168 1999; Sheehan et al. 2015) . Likewise, cooperative social systems are likely to appear as the 169 group size increases (e.g., limited dispersal by ecological constraints: Emlen 1982; Duffy & group size was available, we calculated its mean and standard deviation for each species. For 178 solitary species, we regarded the mean group size as one. In reality, however, their group sizes 179 can deviate from this value, because females may have dependent, pre-dispersal offspring; thus, 180 the group size of solitary species can also have a distribution. Therefore, we incorporated a 181 realistic value for the variance of solitary species (Table 2) . We used the phylogeny presented in 182 The trait simulation included six parameters to be estimated: the group size of the most 187 recent common ancestor (MRCA) (q), the rate of evolution (µ), the parameters of directional 188 selection (kn and kd), and the parameters for latent functions (a and b, or c and d, depending on 189 the model used; see next section). Table 3 shows the notation and settings of the prior 190
distributions. 191
The evolutionary process of the continuous trait was as follows. First, we generated the 192 values of six parameters from the prior distributions. Then, based on the proposed value of x at 193 the root (i.e., the group size of the MRCA, θ), we randomly determined the state (i.e., sociality) 194 of the MRCA by either p(x) or q(x). The number of evolutionary events that change traits (i.e., 195 either an increase or decrease in group size) on each branch was respectively modeled as a 196 random number from a Poisson distribution with a mean equaling the product of the evolutionary 197 rate, µ (trait change per million years), and branch length τ (millions of years). The degree of 198 trait change by one evolutionary event is a random value from an exponential distribution, with 199 its mean being an arbitrary value φ (set to 0.01). φ corresponds to the average effect of one 200 change on the trait value. We used an exponential distribution because a change in trait due to 201 one evolutionary event would have small effects on traits in most cases, and large effects less 202 frequently. Thus, 203
where τi is the length of the ith branch. The total trait change on the branch is calculated as Δ + -206
Changes in group size caused by one evolutionary event would depend on the initial group 208 size. For example, an increase in the group size by one individual will have different biological 209 meanings in solitary and eusocial species. Therefore, we transformed the value of group size to a 210 natural logarithmic scale during trait simulation. Because the mean group size x cannot be less 211 than one, we enforced a lower bound of one. That is, when a trait change resulted in a value less 212 than one on a branch, the change was not implemented. 213
We also tested whether there were selective pressures for increasing group size in the two 214 branches leading to eusocial species. In our ABC-PCM model, the parameter k represents 215 directional selection (Kutsukake & Innan 2013, 2014). The selection parameter k biases the 216 number of positive or negative trait changes such that the number of trait changes Pois(µ × τi) × 217 exp(φ) is multiplied or divided by k, respectively (see Kutsukake & Innan 2013 for more details). 218
Thus, 219
and again, the total trait change on the branch is calculated as Δ + -Δ -. 222
When k = 1, the evolutionary mode of trait evolution is asymptotically identical to the In this analysis, we set selection parameters for the branches for both naked mole rats and 226
Damaraland mole rats as kn and kd, respectively (Table 3) , to test our hypothesis that branch-227 specific selective pressure has increased group size in eusocial species (Jarvis & Bennett 1993; 228 Young et al. 2015) . When the 95% CI of the posterior distribution of k was larger than 1, it was 229 considered a signature of directional selection for larger group size. 230 231
Models of latent evolutionary functions 232
At each evolutionary step, the discrete trait value was determined by the continuous trait value 233 according to the latent functions (see Step 3b of ABC-PCM). Because the shape of this function 234 between sociality and group size was unknown, we took advantage of the flexibility of our ABC-235 PCM framework and tested two examples of evolutionary models with different transition 236 functions, p(x) and q(x). We note that this framework is not limited to these two models but can 237 use any function, depending on the focal biological traits and hypotheses of interest. For 238 simplicity, we set the latent evolutionary functions such that p(x) + q(x) = 1, but this is not 239 required if one desires otherwise. 240
241
Model 1: Logistic function 242
In this model, we used a logistic function as the latent evolutionary function, which was similar 243 to a previous model using a generalized linear model for a binary dependent term (Ives and 244 Garland 2010). The transition functions p(x) and q(x) were defined as follows: 245
The parameter a determined the curvature of p(x) and q(x), i.e., the effects of the group size on 248 sociality ( Fig. 1) . When a is equal to 0, p(x) and q(x) are flat and the transition between social and 249 solitary is independent of group size (Fig. 1, right) . When a is positive, a species with large group 250 size is likely to be social; when a is negative, a species with large group size is likely to be solitary. 251
Importantly, when |a| is large enough, the transition between social and solitary is determined by 252 a certain group size, which virtually behaves like a step function ( Fig. 1, left) . The parameter b is 253 the x value at which p(x) and q(x) equal 0.5, and determines the group size at which the probability 254 of transitioning from solitary to social becomes larger than the probability of the reverse. Because 255 the curvature and midpoint of p(x) and q(x) (i.e., a and b) were unknown a priori, we set broad 256 prior distributions of a and b (Table 3) . 257
ABCs, which depend on the choice of summary statistics and arbitrary tolerance (discussed in 291 Kutsukake & Innan 2013, 2014). 292
In total, 500 parameter sets were collected for estimating posterior distributions. All 293 results were visualised using R version 3.5.3 (R Core Team 2017). The simulation code was 294 written in C and is available in a public repository (https://github.com/YukiHaba/ABC-PCM). 295
296
Results 297
Model 1: Logistic functions 298
When the latent evolutionary function was logistic, the social system of the MRCA was 299 estimated to be solitary in 61.4% of the cases (Fig. 3a, node A) . The accepted functions of the 300 transition probabilities varied widely ( Fig. 4a ), but showed several consistent patterns. First, the 301 curvature parameter of functions, a, was positive in all cases ( Supplementary material for a low risk of type I error), indicating that the probability of transition 303 from a solitary to social species increased as group size increased. In addition, p(x) typically 304 increased rapidly around x = 2 to 4, which corresponded to the peak of the posterior distribution 305 of b (Table 3 , Fig. 4c ). 306
At each internal node before reaching the common ancestor of social species, the inferred 307 social system was predominantly solitary (Fig. 3a) . The common ancestor of solitary species was 308 likely to be solitary ( Fig. 3a , node C), and a similar pattern was evident at the node of the 309 common ancestor of B. janetta and B. suillus. By contrast, at the nodes leading to the clade of 12 of the transition probabilities between social and solitary varied ( Fig. 6a ), the curvature of p(x), 325 c, was always positive (Table 3, Fig. 6b ; see Supplementary material for a low risk of type I 326 error). 327
Group size and sociality at each internal node were almost identical to those in model 1. 328
Within the clade of Fukomis, we inferred predominantly social states ( Fig. 5a, node B) and 329 relatively large group sizes (Fig. 5c ). Within the clade of Bathyergus and Georychus, in contrast, 330
the social system at each node was consistently solitary (Fig. 5a , node C) and the group size was 331 around 2 to 4 ( Fig. 5d ). 332
We detected significant directional selection for increasing group size in the branch 333 leading to naked mole rats (the proportion of kn < 1 was 3.4%; Fig. 5f ). However, we did not 334 detect significant directional selection in the branch to eusocial Damaraland mole rats (the 335 proportion of kd < 1 was 16.2%; Fig. 5g ). Again, based on this non-significant result for kd, we 336 repeated the estimation after excluding kd (i.e., directional selection was assumed only for the 337 branch leading to naked mole rats); however, the result did not change qualitatively (data not 338 shown). Applying this new approach to data on African subterranean rodents, we estimated the 361 intricate evolutionary trajectory of sociality and group size. Two models with different latent 362 evolutionary functions were tested: logistic and exponential. Although the exponential function 363 has not been used in previous PCMs, we believe that this function is suitable for our study 364 species for two reasons. First, group size should have a minimum value of one, and second, a 365 species whose group size is one must be a solitary species. Although these functions have 366 different mathematical characteristics and are not nested, they have common features such as a 367 monotonic increase and an asymptotical approach from one to zero. Potentially due to these 368 common features, the estimated parameters showed similar posterior distributions. In both 369 models the social state of the MRCA was not decisively solitary or social, and its estimated 370 group size varied (node A in Figs. 3a and 5a ). 371
The latent evolutionary functions p(x) and q(x) had a consistent pattern in both models 372 ( Figs. 4 and 6) . Namely, most of the accepted functions had a steep transition around a group 373 size of 2 to 4. This indicates that this particular window of group size was an evolutionary 374 tipping point of the transition between solitary and social states. This study is the first to 375 quantitatively infer the range of group size that is crucial to the evolution of sociality in this 376 clade. 377
We tested differential selective pressure on group size in the branches leading to the two 378 eusocial species in this clade (kn and kd); we detected directional selection (kn) for larger group 379 size in the branch leading to naked mole rats in model 2 ( Fig. 5f ) but not in model 1 (Fig. 3f ). In 380 both models, a selective pressure was not detected in the branch leading to Damaraland mole rats 381 (kd, Figs. 3g and 5g) . Thus, although both species are deemed eusocial, the two species may have 382 undergone qualitatively different evolutionary paths (Burda et al. 2000) . Future studies should 383 explore the differences in the ecological and evolutionary causes of the evolution of these two 384 eusocial species. 385
One critical limitation of this case study was the relatively low sample size (10 species; 386 see Supplementary material). This sample size is caused by three inevitable limitations. First, the 387 family Bathyergidae is a monotypic group composed of less than 20 OTUs, which is an 388 inevitable constraint on sample size. Second, detailed data for group size are not available for all 389 species of this family, which further limits the available data. Finally, and most importantly, 390 expanding the number of study species to include closely related non-subterranean species is 391 questionable, as it is highly likely that the underground ecological niche has affected predation 392 pressure and consequently sociality. More broadly, it remains unclear whether heterogeneity of 393 traits other than the traits of interest would affect biological interpretation in PCM studies based 394 on a large sample size. It is generally believed that larger sample sizes (a larger number of 395 species, or more precisely, a larger number of evolutionary transitions) would produce a more 396 powerful test in PCMs. While this is true, it remains largely undiscussed how the inclusion of 397 species that have fundamentally different ecological or behavioral traits would affect the results. 398
In this sense, in addition to a large-scale comparison, it is important to conduct PCMs that focus 399 on a taxon that shares fundamental traits, even if the sample size is not very large. 400
One major challenge in ABC-PCMs is that they are computationally intensive. In our 401 study, for example, it took several days to accept one parameter set (MacPro, OS 10.6.7, 2 x 2.93 402 GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon; also see Kutsukake & Innan 2013). To compare the performance of 403 our model to an available method, we ran a bivariate model on our dataset and phylogeny using Both discrete and continuous between continuous and discrete traits (Table 1) 
